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Editorial 
 
During the short break between this and the previous Newsletter the Vale experienced that 
awful school-bus accident at Ystrad Owen and I am sure many folk’s hearts missed a beat when 
they first heard of it on a car radio or TV news, wondering where the accident had occurred and 
whether any Llancarfan children were involved. As chance would have it no, but anyone with 
children will have nothing but sympathy for those involved and particularly for the bereaved 
family. 
 
In the last Newsletter Phil Watts mentioned that we had not ever dealt with the dedication of the 
War Memorial after WW1. This Newsletter endeavours to put that record straight and we also 
follow-up an item from Newsletter 12 (1988) recounting the visit to Llancarfan by Cicely Tyree 
from  Florida. Mrs Tyree was born Cicely Gunson and after a fourteen year wait her nephew, 
John Gunson continues the story. Good to have continuity! 
 
 
 
Ray Evans passed-on a letter of thanks, which she received from Cicely Tyree in Florida. Mrs 
Tyree was born Cicely Gunson, at Ty To Maen, and lived there for the first three years or so of 
her life. I am not sure of the date but the name Gunson appears on the 1920 Electoral Register 
but not 1910. Ray and Blair entertained Cicely when she visited the village, which of course she 
did not remember from so tender an age. It was just the right time of year: early spring with 
daffodils making the village seem its best. Mrs Tyree wrote: 'I think I was very fortunate to have 
been born in such a beautiful spot in Wales - the peace and loveliness of the valley will always 
stay with me.' 
 
 
Llantrithyd Deer Park: December by Adrianne Leijerstam 
 
Preparations for the annual catch-up at the beginning of December begin at least a couple of 
weeks prior to the event. The aim of the catch-up is to check, weigh and sort the herd to ensure 
that only the best breeding stock goes back into the Park. 
 
As deer cannot be herded in the same way as cattle or sheep, plenty of time is needed to ensure 
that the deer are in the right place for funnelling into the race when the time comes. Only the 
Red deer are sorted in this way as the Fallow are too wild to handle. 
 
At this time of year the Red herd comprises of a mixture of hinds, calves, yearling hinds and 
mature stags and by December this year’s calves are all so well grown that it is difficult on the 
first glance to determine between the youngsters and the older hinds. The calves do tend to give 
it away though as on occasions they bowl up to their mothers and virtually lift them off the 
ground while violently nudging for milk. This looks particularly comical when they are virtually 
the same size! 
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The stags have started to form their own boys group again, moving peacefully in and out of the 
hind groups. There is no sign of aggression, which is amazing as only a month ago they were 
out to kill each other. 
 
Our task was to separate all the hinds, yearlings and calves into one enclosure without any stags 
or Fallow. This took far longer than we thought, especially when a number of family groups 
decided to loiter in the bracken rather than follow the rest of the herd. After much gate opening 
and closing and continually dividing and sub-dividing the herd we finally managed to encourage 
the right deer into the right enclosure. 
 
After enjoying the freedom of the whole Park which allows the deer to rotate grazing areas in a 
regular pattern, the hinds appeared disconcerted at being restricted to one enclosure, queuing up 
at the gates in the hope that they would soon open. Fortunately, their attention was soon 
diverted to the huge muddy puddle they had created by their queuing and they decided instead 
to drown their sorrows by relishing a mud bath. 
 
The day before catch-up was beautiful, clear and sunny and deer basked on the banks. I was 
pleased they could enjoy some calm before the rigours of the next day. 
 
With the aid of three helpers it took a couple of hours before we were able to herd the deer up 
into the race to the handling yard. Here the deer go through a series of pens and finally into a 
carousel arrangement where between three and five at a time are checked, wormed and then 
filtered into new pens. 
 
Roger - our deer expert - who has been handling deer since he was eight years old and works on 
one of the largest deer parks in the UK, handles them with extreme care and consideration 
checking that the hinds are lactating and that their teeth and feet are in good order. 
 
He is helped by Rory, John Volrath’s son who has also spent many years assisting with the 
catch-up. John himself was also pleased to be back as chief advisor and recorder of weights. It’s 
all very much about team effort and carrying out a difficult job in the most caring and efficient 
way possible. 
 
The calves are all weighed and wormed and filtered into their new quarters for the winter which 
is a large straw bedded open sided pen with ad lib silage.The current breeding herd were in 
good form and we added nine of the best yearlings to increase the herd to 55. The remaining 
yearlings were culled as prime venison. A cull is never a pleasant time, but when it is done with 
the care and skill that Roger displayed we content ourselves with the fact that it could not be 
done better 
 
If any of your readers have any historical information about Llantrithyd Deer Park, in particular 
the old deer keepers lodge, which is now in ruins, or anyone who used to have any connection 
with the Park, then we would be delighted to hear their news.  
 
 
Correspondence 
 
Wildgoose/Wilgose  
 
Jeff Alden of the Cowbridge Record Society read the correspondence with Kay Feltham in 
Newsletter 114 and wrote as follows: - 
  
Archaeologia Cambrensis for January 1866 said this, in an article by G. T. Clark on Llancarfan 
parish: - "Ann [Mansell], widow of Sir Edward Carne of Nash, held it (Carnllwyd Manor) late 
in the sixteenth century, and in 1591 it was vested in John Wildgoose, possibly as her executor, 
and perhaps widower. In that year the Court Rolls, now at Fonmon, show him to have paid 6s 
11d chief rent to St Nicholas, of which he himself as Sir John Wildgoose, Kt., was a free tenant 
in 1608."  
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[I e-mailed this to Kay and added: “G. T. Clark was a meticulous and reliable local historian. 
I'm not sure that this adds anything to your knowledge, but it does give an authority for some of 
the history”]  
 
Kay replied by e-mail: - Hello John, How wonderful! Thank you so much for going to the 
trouble to track me down and do, please, thank Jeff for me. It's a marvellous piece of 
information to have. I'm so sorry you had to go on a Wildgoose chase! I changed my [e-mail] 
address about a month ago and thought I had notified everyone but obviously not. Ain't it clever 
the way genuine correspondents can't find one and yet spammers seem to have no difficulty at 
all! Again, many thanks.  
 
Jeff Alden also recounted the story that he had mistakenly assumed the Wild Goose at 
Llanbethery to be named after the Wildgoose family . However Kay Hancock was, at the time 
one of his local history students, and put Jeff in his place by pointing out that her father had 
given the new name because there were so many geese in the Thaw valley. Many will remember 
the pub previously as the Mason’s Arms  
 
I sent Jeff a reprint from Newsletter 71, 1996, which reads as follows: - “Mason's Arms - 
Llanbethery This was renamed the Wild Goose shortly after I came to Llancarfan in the 1960s 
but I have often wondered why it was the Mason's Arms. However, the 1891 census shows the 
publican as Thomas Thomas, aged 36, Mason & Publican - does the name date from this time?” 
Such re-naming seems to have been a common happening - when I first knew the Highwayman 
it was the Carpenters' Arms and it has also been the Whitehall Inn. I think it was a slightly 
dodgy Club as the Whitehall? 
 
The Gunson family in Llancarfan  by John Gunson 
 
It may be of interest to older inhabitants of Llancarfan, or Llantwit Major, to know some of the family 
history of descendants of D.J. Williams, headmaster of Llantwit Major school from 1898 to 1924. D.J 
William’s granddaughter, Cicely, visited Llancarfan in 1988 from her home in Florida (see Editorial) 
and we now welcome John Gunson, great grandson of D.J., as a new resident of Llancarfan and author 
of this article. 
 
 
It is a pleasure for me to be living in Llancarfan. My grandparents R. Stuart Gunson and his 
wife Madge Cadogan Gunson (née Williams and daughter of D.J.) lived at Ty To Maen in the 
early 1920’s. Later they moved to Portishead. D.J. and his wife spent their later years nearby at 
Weston-in-Gordano after D.J.’s retirement. 
 
After being widowed in 1956, my grandmother lived near to her brother Roy Cadogan Williams 
(son of D.J.) in Wadebridge, Cornwall. We are a close family and often spent the summer in 
Cornwall or she herself visited the homes of her children. Madge’s niece José lives today in 
Falmouth. Madge’s daughter Cicely lives in Florida USA and daughter Jean in Llanfilo Wales. 
My father David died in 1990. My mother (Madge’s daughter-in-law) lives in Somerset. 
 
I notice two references to the Gunsons at Ty-To-Maen in early newsletters : An amusing story 
from Richard (Dick) W. Evans in Newsletter 10 (1988) "Another ruse worked by the boys (no 
names) was to let out Mr. Gunson's little pigs from Ty To Maen and then receive 6d. each for 
getting them in !" And another contribution from Mrs. Letty Gardner in Newsletter 23 (1989) 
where she talks of my Aunt's pram. Incidentally among our photos  there is one of the pram with 
Cicely in it !  
 
I think Ty-To-Maen means “Stone (or tiled ?) roofed house” . It may be that it was one of the 
early houses to be built without thatch? My grandfather was a poultry farmer at that time and 
later moved to Portishead. My grandparents also had homes at Almondsbury and Saltford and 
then Morecambe Lake where my grandfather died in 1956.  
 
At present I am living at The Hollies while  working on my PhD (University of Geneva) and 
part-time teach/consult on the subject of Information System Project Management.  
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The photo shows John’s grandmother, Madge, and Cicely. It is historically interesting because it 
shows so much of the front elevation of Ty To Maen - I have not looked closely at the house for 
several years but up to the early 1990s it was almost indistinguishable from this 1920s photo. It 
is probably the only one of the older houses in Llancarfan, which had survived so long without 
"improvement". Certainly when I knew it, even the window frames looked the same (Editor).  
 

 
1914-1918: Llancarfan at War: The War Memorial by John Etherington  
 
The repercussions of the Great War echoed around the world for several years after its official 
end on 11 November 1918. The last of those echoes shook even Llancarfan, in its sleepy valley. 
 
We have already seen that one or two of the lads lost by the parish, and commemorated on the 
Cenotaph, did not succumb until hostilities were over. * And then, of course, there was the 
matter of what to do about a Memorial. 
 
Long ago in Newsletter 30 (1990) Phil Watts delved-out the deliberations of the Parish Council 
at the time: - 
 
February 3rd 1919. Letter received from the District Council regarding distribution of War 
Trophies. It was decided that a suitable trophy for the parish would be a Trench Mortar (Note - 
apparently this would be displayed somewhere in the parish - I wonder if they ever had it? - if 
so where they put it? PW). It was also recorded that the parish had contributed 68 volunteers of 
whom 11 had paid the supreme sacrifice.  
 
April 15th 1919. Proposed by Mr G. Lougher, a meeting to be called for Tuesday April 29th to 
consider what steps to take with regard to War Memorial Fund already started (Note - there was 
no record in the minutes of this meeting: it seems as though there was a separate committee 
which kept separate funds and raised money be public subscription. PW). 
 
The further details have dimmed with time, but we have the physical evidence to this day that 
the Fund achieved its aim. The Memorial stands in the south-west corner of the churchyard and 
each year, Remembrance Day warns us of what happened to these young men. Sadly, the 
warning has not always been heeded by the world. We also have surviving documentation of the 
final acts in the village, a Memorial Service and the unveiling of the Monument and of a Roll of 
Honour in the School. 
This took place on Wednesday, June 16 in 1920 at 6 p.m. as the surviving order of service 
shows. Can anyone tell us who General Tyler of Llantrithyd was - or T. Price, Esq.? 
 
A final reference to the Memorial appers in the Council minutes of January 12th 1922. War 
Memorial Charity Fund. (Quote): As per resolution of the Llancarfan War Memorial Committee 
the sum of £25 was voted to be handed over to the Council as Trustees of a Fund hereinafter 
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Lived at Ty To Maen

Lyle Beryl Roy = Hilda
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named Llancarfan and Llanvithyn War Memorial Charity Fund such fund was created to repair 
and maintain the monument erected in the Village. The £25 having been invested in British 
Consuls. This council moved on the proposition of Mr G. Lougher Seconded by Mr J Williams 
that Mr R Thomas Manager London and City Midland Bank, Cowbridge, to be appointed 
Treasurer and any dividends received from this investment should pass directly into the said 
Treasurer's hands into an account apart from the common fund of the council hereinafter to be 
named the Parish Council No 2 Account. 
 
* Edward John and Stanley Sherrah of Flaxland Fawr and Flaxland Fach both died in 1919 
(Newsletter 111 2002) 
 
Other notes. We may have asked before if anyone knows what became of the Roll of Honour. 
And what abaout the Llancarfan and Llanvithyn War Memorial Charity Fund? Can any 
knowledgeable folk tell us more? 
Dedication Service: Llancarfan War Memorial. The fine warm evening  of Wednesday, June 16th 1920. 
On the left with the moustach, is Edward Griffiths, wheelwright (then of the Parsonage) and third to his 
right, facing the camera, Tudor Liscombe (baker). Doris Liscombe is on the far right and (back to the 
camera) is Tom Lougher (Treguff ). 
 
 
Little Mill, Lanvithin. Part 2 by John M Cann 
 
In Part 1 documents from the Glamorgan Record Office and Graham Levey's deeds were used 
to sketch the history of Little Mill from 1602 to 1905. It was mostly about ownership. This part 
is about the people who actually lived in Little Mill. 
 
Tenants, millers & weavers 
 
So far we know that the tenants, and most likely the Millers, were Ieuan David in 1602 followed 
probably by his son. The deeds show that the tenant in 1774 was a Richard Lewis, and doubtless 
the Miller as The Diary of William Thomas has an entry for April 1774 - "Was buried in these 
days in Lancarvan Margaret Lewis widow, of about 80 years of age. She lived with her son 
Richard Lewis at the Little Mill in do." By 1809 and in 1824 Thomas David was the tenant, 
and from the later Census returns clearly also occupier and Miller. 
 
1824-1905 During this period, when Edward or Elizabeth Thomas and her heirs James Petre & 
Frederick Thomas Jenkins owned Little Mill, the deeds only name the tenant in 1890 (Robert 
Liscombe). But the Census returns fill the gaps. 
 
In 1841 the household in Felin Fach consists of Thomas David (55) Miller, his wife Gwenllian 
(55) his daughters Margaret (20) & Rebecca (15), his son Jenkin (20), two female servants (28 
& 11), two male servants (13 & 11) and a Farmer, John Morgan (35). These ten people were 
down to five by 1851, with the departure of Thomas, his wife and daughters. Jenkin David (32) 
Miller “Employs 1 Lab”, was now Head of the household with a wife Margaret (29) but no 
children (The Parish registers show they had a Richard later in 1851, and a Thomas and a 
Gwenny baptised in 1853). They had however a 12yr old girl as House Servant, a 19yr old man 
“at the Mill” and John David (47) Ag. Lab. (down as a servant not relative) 
 
Under Little Mill in the 1861 census, the David's have gone. We now have Evan Jones (44) 
Farmer of 25 acres, his wife Margaret (48), sons Edward (15) and John (7), a daughter Maria 
(13) Scholar, and, boarding, William Thomas (46) a married Ag. Lab. (Agricultural Labourer). 
In 1871 the entry is identical other than John now being the Scholar, both Evan and his son 
Edward now Millers, and the entry being headed Llanvithyn Mill, the name by which it is 
again known today. 
 
Robert Liscombe became the tenant in 1872/3. The 1881 Census entry is too faint to read, but 
under Little Mill in 1891 his son Henry Liscombe (35) Miller, is head of the household with his 
brother William (31) Miller, his sisters Mary Jane (26) Domestic & Dorcas Edith (12) Scholar, 
and Thomas Nash (15) General Servant. Under Llanvythin Mill in 1901, William is now 
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head, Miller and Farmer Employer, has a wife Jane (35), a daughter Doris Jane (8) Scholar, sons 
Tudor William (5) & Ivor Walter Lougher (3). Brother Henry now 47 is Retired/Miller and 
there is a boy of 16 Carter to Mill & Farm Worker. 
 
The Woollen Manufactory, built by Thomas Jenkins sometime before 1820, appears to have 
been part of the Little Mill tenancy until at least the 1930s. It is on the Tithe Map of 1840, but 
ignored by the Apportionment Book, and does not appear in the 1841 Census. So it was either 
not being lived in or just used by some of the Little Mill household. Nor does it appear in the 
1851 Census return, but in 1861 as Factory it has Edward Wilde (29) and his wife Mary (37) 
living there and both Wool Weavers. There are in fact ten people living in the Factory. Mary's 
children by a previous marriage (her son William Collier (19) Ag. Lab. & four daughters aged 
12, 11, 8 & 5) and two daughters aged 2 by Edward. In addiition they have a boarder Phillip 
Norton (36) Wool Weaver. The boarder has gone by 1871 as have all but one of the stepchildren 
(now called Wilde), one of Edward's own young daughters is no more, and only Edward is now 
a Woolen Weaver. By 1891 Factory House is uninhabited.  
 
The Factory appears in the 1878 O/S map as Woollen Mill, but in Sale particulars of 1905 the 
plan shows the Factory as “Woollen Mill (disused)” and the Schedule as “Ruin & Garden'”. In 
both the 1878 O/S & the Sale Plan it looks as though the cottage was an integral part of the 
building at the end away from the stream and mill wheel. 
 
The Liscombe years 
 
1873-1940 In 1873 Robert Liscombe rented for £80 p.a. (as did Thomas David in 1823) In 1905 
the Sale Particulars, give "Little Mill 24a. 1r. 27p. Now and for many years in the occupation 
of Mr Wm. Liscombe and his predecessors, upon an annual 2nd February tenancy, at an 
annual rental of £50, tenant paying all outgoings. The Buildings comprise Corn Mill, in full 
working order, Dwelling House, four-stall Stable, Cow Shed, three Pig's Cots, &c". William 
Liscombe bought it at auction with the aid of a £600 mortgage from William James of Newport, 
Gentleman. Sometime before 1914 William appears to have resurrected the disused “Woollen 
Manufactory” and converted it to a bakehouse. In the 1901 Census William's daughter Doris 
Jane, Scholar was 8. By 1929 Doris had presented William with granddaughters Mary & 
Kathleen, and a grandson, Phil Watts. Phil lived in Little Mill for his first two or three years. In 
1927, before Phil arrived, William had sold Monastery Mill, the name it retained until the late 
20th century, to Mr W. Radcliffe for £1800. Nonetheless he continued to run the Mill until the 
1930s and his son Tudor (Gwynne's father) continued to bake bread in The Bakehouse until 
around 1937.  
 
So it looks as though Little Mill was a working mill probably from the 15th Century, but 
certainly the early 16th, until well into the 20th, some 400 years.  
 
Details and references are in 'A History of Little Mill, Lanvithin' by John M Cann, Malthouse, 
April 2002. Articles worth reading are those on the Liscombes in Newsletter 99, August 2000. 
 
 
NOTICES The Whistdrive programmed for February 28th 2003 is to be moved to 
MARCH 7TH, as the LADS pantomine is being performed at the end of February. 
 
 
 
Hand milking by Phil Watts  
 
Tony Thomas poses the question to Phil Watts: "How many cows could a man milk in one 
hour?" The reply: "Depends how much milk they would give." 
 
In the days of hand milking a good cow could give up to 5 or 6 gallons a day after calving, 
which would gradually fall until she was dried-off before calving again next year. My serious 
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answer to the question was about four or five cows an hour. Tony thought a more realistic 
number would be 8. Then he always was very good at getting his money's worth! 
 
Tony followed up by saying that a top cow these days would give up to 70 litres - in gallons, 14. 
Everything is bigger these days! When we meet Tony's herd of 150-200 cows on the road it is 
difficult to imagine how many 10 gallon churns they could fill! I am told that milking cows are 
much bigger than they were and as a result farmers are having to reconstruct the cubicles in the 
sheds. 
 
Hand milking is hard work and very regular. My experience with cows was that it was much 
easier to turn a couple of calves into a cowshed and let them help themselves. 
 
Tony and I both thought it would be difficult to find a team of hand milkers these days. 
 
 
 
Membership Secretary After an immensely fruitful tour of duty Phil Watts is giving up 
the post of Membership Secretary, to be replaced by Sheila Mace who we welcome back as an 
officer of the Society. Sheila is returning to us after a previous stint pf several years as 
Secretary. Phil is to be thanked for his selfless commitment to the Society which has so 
flourished in his care. 
 
 
Earthquakes in Llancarfan  
by John Etherington 
 
Our Islands seem to have been unusually tectonic during the last few months, with earth tremors 
centred on Bargoed, Dudley and more recently Manchester. 
 
Listening to the various eye witness accounts on the TV News brought back the memory of an 
earthquake in Llancarfan which occurred in the 1980s, if memory serves. 
 
We had been to Pembrokeshire for the weekend and returned home to Ceffyl Du late on Sunday 
afternoon - some time after four-o-clock. Boxes and junk were carried up the steps into the 
house and then a cup of coffee was called for. 
 
I think we were waiting for the kettle to boil when the "poltergeist" struck. 
 
At that time our kitchen cabinets had a couple of long horizontal doors enclosing a shallow 
space below the ceiling, which was used to store spare glasses, cutlery and other little-used 
items. The doors flapped-down their own weight, closing against the frame and, being idle, I 
had never fitted the magnetic catches, which were on all other doors in the kitchen. 
 
"Bang, bang, bang" went the two high doors against their surrounds, and then one of the lower 
cabinet doors came adrift from its magnet and very gently and very slowly swung open. There 
were odd rattles from drawers and cupboards and the pheasants in the wood screeched.   
 
At the same time I also sensed an odd loss of balance: a not unfamiliar feeling because, like 
many people, I occasionally experience a second's giddiness related to postural hypotension - 
that drop in blood pressure which can happen if you stand up very suddenly. It seemed very the 
similar. 
 
Sheena said "Bad Concorde bang" but I was dubious: -  "No --- Concord just rattles the 
windows and makes the ceiling click - I think it might have been an earthquake."   
 
We didn't think much more about it that evening, but when we went to work on Monday, 
everyone was talking about "The earthquake". So - it had shaken Cardiff and Barry at least, and 
we soon discovered from the news reports that it was much more extensive, with a focus 
somewhere out on the Welsh Borders. 
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Strange really - we have spent a total of several weeks close to California’s San Andreas fault 
and a little time in Mexico City but with never a wobble. Thankfully the only earthquake to 
come our way was this little twitch in Llancarfan. 
 
Just for interest, the worst earthquake ever recorded in Britain was in 1884. Rather surprisingly 
it was centred in Essex and did an enormous amount of damage to property in the Home 
Counties and London. Surviving photographs show roofs completely stripped, gable walls of 
houses collapsed and much else. The authorities at the time hushed it up a bit, not wanting panic 
- we don't have earthquakes in England, do we?!! However, Essex newspapers still preserve the 
story of local dramas and amazing escapes - miraculously, few if any people died. 
 
Notes. 1. The last paragraph is based on Peter Haining's (1976) The Great English Earthquake. 
(Robert Hale, paper back, 1991), and the Guiness Book of Records. 2. The screeching pheasants 
was interesting - Concord bangs also elicit a 'hoot' and the birds seem to sense the sound pulse 
before it is audible to us - this was mentioned in Newsletter 63, 1994, which also contained a 
historical reference to pheasants crying during an earthquake. 3. Does anyone else remember 
this Llancarfan earthquake, when exactly it was (diarists?) - or more interesting - other 
earthquakes that have shaken South Wales? I have approached BGS but so far we have not 
managed to pinpoint the exact date of this memory - it must have been after 1976 and before 
1991! 
 
Obituary Peter Tickner by John Etherington It was with great shock that I heard that Peter 
Tickner had died a few weeks ago. Peter was my neighbour when I lived at Ceffyl Du. He 
came to Llancarfan and built Dan yr Llwyfen in the 1970s, just after we had finished the same 
task next door. We could not have asked for a kinder, quieter or more helpful neighbour. I also 
remember that Peter came to that very first meeting in the Fox and Hounds to discuss the 
foundation of the Llancarfan Society in 1987. Peter and Barbara had not long ago moved from 
Llancarfan to Rhoose. Our sympathy goes to Barbara and Gareth in their loss. 
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